Western Mesditerranean

Western Mediterranean
A region in the colours of Catalonia!

Choose an authentic family-friendly seaside resort on
the Mediterranean coast. This historic region is located
in a verdant setting by the seaside, and its many facets
will wow visitors of all ages. There is so much to see
and do - you won’t have time to get bored!

Between the mountains
and the sea

A rich past

Neighbouring Spain

Our other favourites

Come to Mont-Louis, the highest fortified town in
France, and discover its 17th Century citadel. The
village of Castelnou is one of the most remarkable
sites in Catalonia and is absolutely worth a visit.
There are also other villages worth visiting, some
of which are listed in the «Plus Beaux Villages
de France®»: Villefranche-de-Conflent, Evol,
Lagrasse, etc.

Give in to the charm of the flora at the Catalan
Pyrenees regional natural park. The Canigou
Massif looks out over the plain, and tastings are
available at the Corbières vineyard. The Albera
Massif, which gives visitors a taster of the
Pyrenees, offers hiking above the vines of Banyuls
and the sea which offers nautical activities.

Treat yourself to a Catalan getaway: visit the
charming village of Cadaqués and Sant Ferran
Castle in Figueras, or take a stroll along the
ramparts of Tossa de Mar that overlook the sea…
You are bound to fall in love with the unmissable
city of Barcelona: Park Güell, the Sagrada Familia,
Catalonia Plaza, the old port… ¡Magnífico!
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-O
 riginal ideas: the Yellow Train from Cerdagne
will take you to the heart of the Western
Pyrenees, or you can take a walk at the foot of
the “fairy chimney” at Ille-sur-Têt,
-D
 elicacies: the sun and the warmth here are
great for fruit, vegetables and vines, and seafood
is always a popular choice,
-V
 isits and outings: the royal castle at Collioure,
the Cerbère Banyuls natural marine reserve,
urban living in Perpignan or alternatively a voyage
to prehistoric times in Tautavel Museum.
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